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Creative Writing
Topics:
Global open message for so called wide range of Muslims like myself!
Think think together how to have our ideal global leader
A novel idea of belonging
Our robust society!
Where is a robust society?
How to process your dream into reality?
Love with our land

Simile of flower

Sincere Sustainable Love

O my dears, think, think together, how to boost the charm of our unique city of
Sydney!
M loves with J
I you and why you?
Global Warming
What is my understanding of teamwork?
Motto, motto and an urgent motto of today!
Two unique messages
Science, Science and O my Divine Science!

Some Comments
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Comments:
Received from readers via gumtree website:
Subject: Re: Reply to your "Just to share my reflection on different topics" Ad on Gumtree
Date: Tue, 21 Dec 2010 23:09:28 +1100
Yeah,thanks.
You can publish it and with my name too.
Well,
do you take seriously those comments?
What is the purpose of the excercise,anyway?
All best.
Pitt

Dear Pitt,

Thank you for reply and comments, may I include in next version on gumtree?
I would like to wish you the warmest thoughts and best wishes for a Christmas filled
with real happiness and tranquilities. All the best for the coming year of 2011!
Regards,
Mohammad Kamal (PhD)
From: pitt
Oh,
Your global leader became creater of the Universe.
Waky waky!!
Hey, hey!
What is what and who is who in your poems?
All mixed up,isn't it?
Economy is not wise,is not secure....My Dear!.
Dreams?Yeah ....again.
We do not design them.
We have them or not.
After 30s our dreams are old and of the past.
Fresh air is reqired into your writings.
Good luck!
Pitt
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Thank u for sharing of living model of peace in between 2 animals. Of course, when pure love
dominant among the hearts of humanity all type of darkness of jealousy, hatred-ness and
enmities abolished like sunlight replace the darkness of the night. Pure love has a great power of
its Originality, how to achieve it and why there is its laciness is other questions to address.
Moreover, when there is internal harmony among the humanity and their Creator, it reflect over
other creations as well and then even wild animals instead of attacking on pet and useful animals
they care and have a good friendship like u sent the images of polar bear and dog. Once there
was a time when wolf and jackals were not attacking on the sheep/goat/lambs of the companion
of the last Prophet and their delegate came to him to spare their voluntary share as it is their
food as well but they didn’t have courage to attack on their animals..long story..may be I’ll tell u
when will meet next time….

Salam Mohammed,
Your writings are pretty cool! Great ideas and way of expressing yourself!
I have to say great idea, putting your random writings in gumtree!
Post some more, cause these are really enjoyable writings.
It is true we should be responsible for humanity and care for God and not the other way around
i.e. hold God responsible for humanity and care about ourselves! well spot on for that!
Keep up the good work!
M who loves M and J and G

1. Thank you for sharing, you obviously have put a lot of yourself, knowledge
and skill into these writings as well as spirit.

Happy journey to you ☺
Kind Regards
VA
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2. lot's of words certainly you express yourself in them. I met one
Scotish writer in Newtown. His advice was try to bring up the
essence of your writing from 1000s words to a few. To do that one
needs to be secular, still spiritual, but secular. You are already
cosmopolitan and perhaps a bit of shifting to the left required. One
more remark. We human beings are not sweety on this planet. We
became pests, very nasty pasts eating all on our way of life.
________________________
Hey Moh,
That’s all good in theory, but in practice the individuality and different
ambition/competitive levels of people come out.
I've been in senior management for 35 years. You can pay be people to work as
a team and bonus them as a group even. But then you get the lazy ones and the
high achieved in clashes. In the end, it might work on the rugby field, but not in
the office.
So the way corporations get a team effort is through occasional group
workshops, but pay on individual performance.

Hello Mohammad
1.
Thank you for your beautiful words, understanding and poetry. More time needs
to be devoted by me to read it again and all of it...... and I feel honoured to
share in the messages that come through you......many of which I find beautiful
and we share a SIMPLE yearning for Peace and Beauty and Harmony. We may
use different words and yet the message is the same.

G~S
(just a simple grateful Peacemaker)
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2.

Greetings dear Mohammad
.. more than 'chance' there is a "Law of Synchronicity" which
happens when Divine and/or Universal energy/ies comes together.
When this happens, things take place that are Guided or .... synchronistic
and is always significant…. this is one of my favourite 'Universal Laws'
Continued Blessings to You & Your Family

G~Sh
Greetings Mohammad
I LOVE the way your express yourself with the words you use. It is good that words do not
hinder people from understanding
You are so Heart based.
Here is a Gaelic Blessing [Irish]
May the road Rise to meet you
May the Wind be always at your back
May the Sun Shine warm upon your face
And the rains fall soft Upon your Fields
And until we meet again
May God hold You in the palm of His Hand.

____________
Say it all again in a few lines.
Writing so much you wrote not much.
It shows how out of touch is religious touch.
.Simplicity is the answer.
Pitt
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Oh, if only ...

I wish you much success my old friend, but watch out for that wall of reality ... it
could hurt.

Cheers, John

_____________
An Ode to the Flower... with a scientific slant. I enjoyed reading this informative
ode that gave me insights into your studies through your examination of nature in
relation to your perspective on the world and some good ideas on how to
improve it. "The digestion and absorption of these types of remarks can
strengthen our real foundations"
Cheers,

Skye

Hello everyone on this planet,
planet,
As you may have noticed, I’m here from a couple of decades although
having an older genetic dermis, fascia and musculoskeletal anatomy
linked with flexible intellectual ligaments to exercise in the community
community
in a better way of physiological economy to shape national wide
sustainability. Anyhow, seasonal greetings and a prosperous new year!
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Global open message for so called wide range of Muslims like myself!
This is addressed to:
From patients to healthy!
From poor to rich!
From beggars to kings!
From youth to mature!
From women to men!
From ignorant to scholars!

Where are those Muslims patients of model of full patience like
Ayub (p.b.u.h)? Where are those healthy Muslims like Abu
Bakar (rata) who were searching the chances of service of his
public like cleaning the house of old sick women at early dawn
time, milking the goats/sheep’s of locality on a voluntary basis.
Where are those poor Muslims, who were hiding their poverty
from humanity like Bilal and Abu Hurairra (ra) and asking
only from their Lord? Where are those rich Muslims, who were
spending

all

of

their

wealth

and

keeping

nothing

for

themselves even for their breakfast like Aisha (ra)? Where are
those Muslims beggars, who were begging in Sijda (prostration)
only in front of their Creator and Sustainer like Ali (ra)?
Where are those Muslims kings, who were selected by public
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although they didn’t want to, like Abu Bakar and Ummar
(ra)? There was one spiritual leader, who was beaten due to
not acceptance of offer of the government key position and he
was told that nation needs your service and you still refused
this ruling position. Where are those Muslims business men who
were doing their business only for service of community not for
their own profit? Where are those Muslim rulers, who sacrifice
his life and didn’t fight with opposition group of the public?
Choosing, to instead have mercy upon people, regardless of
owing the power/force to use for his defense like Usman (rata).
He

was

noble

Muhammad

and

(pbuh),

very

generous

who

used

companion of
to

recite

the

Hazrut
Holy

letter/book/Quran (message revealed over last messenger),
enemies entered in his house and the pages of the Quran
became colorful with his blood. Where are those Muslims ruler
like Haroon–o-Rashid and Ummur bin Abdulaziz, who (later)
handover his personal wealth to the public commonwealth
treasure when selected a khaleefa and also requested to his
wife (who was princes before married) that pick one option
either to live with me or separate. If you wish to live with me
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then please you also submit your personal wealth in form of
jewelry etc. to the public commonwealth treasure for the benefit
of the public. When One lady came to visit the palace in
expectation of more decoration she said what happen to your
house instead of more furniture and contents it became empty
after becoming a King and Queen. Furthermore she objected to
the labor man who was mixing clay with water for the
maintenance of the palace and looking towards the queen. She
said why is he looking to you. She said, he is my husband,
“Ummur bin Abdulaziz, a King”. At his time, he was patrolling
by himself at night time when people were sleeping peacefully.
One night, he saw one tent outside of the city, from-where
crying

sound

of

women

in

a

pain

was

coming

so

he

approached to find out the reason. Her husband informed him
that she is in labor pain and no one is here for her help, so
straight away he came at his house and informed his wife that
there is a golden opportunity of service for you, i.e. to help a
poor lady in the outside of the town. So both of them came back
and were equipped with first-aid stuff of that time. His wife
(queen) went inside the tent and handled the delivery case as
9
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a nurse. Meanwhile the husband who was the noble of all the
kings of that time cooked a warm dessert for the women of
newly delivered baby on wooden fire camp. This man was
known as “Amirul-momaneen”. This means, being a muslim
king/elected

leader

that

carries

fear

from

His

Creator.

Moreover, it also involves the willingness to face one’s Creator
on the day of resurrection with one’s hands tied up on their
back, till all accountability of fulfilling the right of each
person living in his country regardless of the public members
hi/her belief/culture/colour/race etc is justified fairly to the
Almighty.

Think think together how to have our ideal global leader
Think think together how to have our ideal global leader who must care each
individual among us day and night directly or indirectly. Who has broad vision
regarding betterment of health, education, transport, agriculture, science &
technology, economy and establishment of more sustainable social system for
all of us. Of course, it will be greatly appreciated by everyone regarding the
right positive investments policy plan of an ideal global leader to support an
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ideal infrastructure for the current people of the world and even for our future
generations. Real Designer of the global Universe may grant to such ideal
global leader more wisdom to nourish His creation in a superb way for
shinning of the countries and its dwellers to lead the world towards peaks of
the real success, peace and tranquility, ameen.

What a marvelous concern is that how we move the world forward wisely with
a strong and secure tool of intellectual economy that will deliver first-class
humanity services on the surface of our mother land that can create better
opportunities for the further nurturing development of the planet.

Now-a-days, most evidently, the public is looking forward to see such ideal
global leader who can excel sincerely towards our national dreams! Our greatest
wish is that the Almighty Creator above us may shower His assistance
flowering aroma over each step of the ideal global leader’s political and
personal life. As a result ideal global leader can come forward easily for the
better service of His humanity, ameen.
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A novel idea of belonging
Why not we would consider ourselves for responsible of care of whole humanity? Why
not I belong to myself to whole humanity and all humanity belongs to me? Actually,
we’re for everyone and all are for us as we’re for the Creator and He is for us. So who is
ready to step forward to cultivate the infinite seeds of peaceful global harmony on the
land of the hearts of whole humanity with sincere and wise tools of gardening? Whoever
raise their hand first, will receive the first prize of appreciation from the fragrance of
origin of the +ve universal potential and kinetic energies here and hereafter as well.
Hence come on to grow our endless consciousness wisely and friendly.

Our robust society!
There are very few geographical hearts, who embrace a wide range of faces, minds and
souls on this planet. No doubt, Australia has proud on its unique characteristics in this
aspect of heritage and democratic traditions setup of robust cohesive society based on
multicultural mechanics. Therefore, seeds of pure harmony cultivate rapidly on this
fertilized soil of diverse land of modest hearts and courteous manner. Of course, it acts as
a catalyst for the rest of the world to promote global peace via sincere collaboration in the
establishment of genuine peace, justice and understanding of each other with respect and
care.
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Where is a robust society?
Physiology and anatomy of an ideal society:
Where are those geographical hearts, who embrace a wide range of faces, minds and
souls on this planet? Who has proud on its unique characteristics in this aspect of heritage
and democratic traditions setup of robust cohesive society based on multicultural
mechanics? On which part of the global village, seeds of pure harmony can cultivate
rapidly due to fertilized soil of diverse land of modest hearts and courteous manners? Of
course, it would act as a catalyst for the rest of the world to promote global peace via
sincere collaboration in the establishment of genuine peace, justice and understanding of
each other with respect and care. Under the umbrella of such a robust society people of
all thoughts can organize inclusive macro-(interfaith, -interspiritual & -intergoodwill) like
a bunch of flowers on daily, weekly, monthly and yearly basis. Therefore, each individual
of this ideal society of the world deserves a special respect and tranquility in return of
their significant contribution in the establishment of such a novel society. Generally,
there are several steps to understand the society structure and analyze its need at each era
to lead towards an ideal role of model living nation. What is the mechanism of
stimulation of multicultural flavor worldwide in such a way that each person cares the
rest of the world? In this fashion the rest of the world looks after each individual like a
one genuine sincere empathetic family which is solely aimed to set up for nourishment
and comfort of the present humanity as well as upcoming generations.
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How to process your dream into reality?
Summary:
1. To plan your dream and write it down
2. To think about its cost
3. To think about strategy to achieve it
4. To think about level of activation energy (inhibiting factors/barriers)
5. How to overcome these barriers
6. Cycle of its remembrance as well as date of initiation and destination
7. Analysis of your progress
8. Revision if need

First of all, design your dream in a nice civilized fashion; develop it
in detail with decoration of imaginary diamonds. Express it on the
piece of safe paper with your own valuable pen, beautiful hands and
unique eyes. Once again analyze its final product in the light of your
novel intellectuality. Look carefully on its cost, strategy to achieve,
overcome resistance barriers (inhibiting factors), how to reduce
activation energy for conversion of reactants into product of this
dream. To invest your precious efforts capsulated with self discipline.
Flavor it with rosy sweetness of glucose and fructose of humorous
sincerity and honesty. Homogenize with special juice of confidence
until integrate with multicultural society completely. By this way
previous fear, doubts and negative psyche will be separated from the
resolution of your mind and personality.
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Incubate it for backing at optimal conditions of scientific-spirituality
until the dream develops and cook properly, so you can touch it
firmly. Then please decorate it with global sympathy, truthfulness
and generosity. Now cut into generous pieces like a cake pieces. Then
share with others if you want to help others.

Love with our land
Love with our land, its creations either living in or out, above or
below or flying over it. Love with our land, O my dear human
beings; do you know that how our land and its creations particularly
global humanity are thirsty for a sincere love?

What is a sincere love? Real sympathy, affection, 100% pure from all
types of materialism either in obvious or hidden form of benefits.
True love & humanitarian cooperation is to spare a time to look after
people of all over the world but start from surroundings one within
our home, street, town, community and so on.

Love with our land, Our families, relatives, friends and neighbors are
usually provide us this opportunity of service to boost our spiritual
energy after performing the volunteer jobs for them with full honesty
and sincerity.
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Love with our land, if we want to recognize real Nature and Creator
of our beloved land and whole universe in which it exits, then we
should respect, care and love with Thou creations particularly most
honorable creation, i.e. human beings living over the land.
Therefore, please learn this novel loving technology to cultivate and
propagate it for the development of one uniform global peaceful and
natural spiritual family over the land under one sky and one surface
of one same planet. Who is ready for it right now?

Love with our land, if we want to have our value in Thou sight, then
love with land as a whole with its all eco-components from nanoscale
creations to macro- and huge creations only for seeking Thou
pleasure sincerely and honestly if we want to save our land from all
types of radial destructions.

Simile of flower
O’ Flower, Flower, Flower!!!
O my dear flower, how beautiful you are?
O my dear flower, how nice shady & attracting colours do you have?
O my dear flower, how pleasant fragrance is stored in you and
spreading around in the air of your gardens, meeting rooms and list
is on & on…
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O my dear flower, how many mL/day of H2O has been sucked up
by your roots to nourish you, keep your petals freshly through zylum
and pholium bundles due to their capillary action? That water which
is the origin of each life, no water…no life, therefore, it is passing
over lips of every drinker at each time.

O my dear flower, how beautiful is your reality? Who created you
from a tiny seed, which was buried under the soil one day, then
followed by the ecosystem composed of rain, sun, stars, galaxies,
black hole & gases etc. activated for your germination from plumule,
radicals and cotyledons in the gardens and bushes while sperm,
ovum, equal to zygot in placenta of a lovely foetus (flowery baby, a
living symbol of true affection of two lovely walking & talking
flowers). O my dear flower, but oh the miracles didn’t stop here!

O my dear flower, your beauty reflects the beauty of your best
Designer! O my dear flower, how pretty is the Nature due to your
existence! O my dear flower, do you know how much knowledge are
you providing to my botanical, phytochemistry, pharmacgnosy and
herbal therapeutic sciences on every research time?

O my dear flower, pl tell me the address of that best ideal flowery
community in which each one is looking after welfare of others more
than him/herself based on 100% pure sincerity. O my dear flower,
what a lovely community it is in which every one is thinking for
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providing benefits to others without personal interests! O my dear
flower, I wish to see such a creative, productive and peaceful global
bunch of colonies, in which each flower should be colorful with 100%
best moral pleasant & enjoyable characters!

O my dear flower, you’re full of chlorophyls, caroteen & other
natural pigments. O my dear flowers in form of a bunch like an
intellectual bunch of superb brains through a collaborative bonding
of the creative projects!

O my dear flower, your word is so small... but its wave of influencing
affections are yet so large in feelings! A true sweetie word can fill the
space of lost sincerity & true emotion of real search! O my dear
flower, no matter where we belong but we should have an identical
noble humanity plus unity and an eternal harmonisty!

O my dear flower, we may have our disagreements, argues &
concerns on our some actions, reports & thoughts of each other
sometime BUT our true-fellowship is a unique bond that lasts
through it all. O my dear flower, are you looking at the natural
beauty

of

our

Great

Nature!

Botany,

Physiology,

herbal

pharmacology and Psychology of the universe around us for our
service!
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O my dear flower, our Australia has both stunning and unique plants
(above and below the ocean) that not only are visually beautiful and
aid in our psychological well being and happiness by seeing them
through eyes, its retina, optic nerve, which clicks dopamine, a
neurotransmitter of the mid brain for a natural pleasure, but could
participate an important role in our physical health too. Wow!!!

O my dear flower, I’m seeker of the real beauty of the Nature through
the real truth to get real success, peace of mind, neuron cells,
synapses and neurotransmitters to achieve the tranquility in this life
and hereafter! Can you please guide me in this sincere path?

O my dear flower, please remember on this harmony time that we’re
one homogenous identical world leading Australian Nation,
therefore, please don’t forget about our national multicultural
identity and unity.

O my dear flower, each of us should be tolerance towards addressing
any type of the challenges facing by us at any time, any where in vivo
or in vitro. The digestion and absorption of these types of remarks can
strengthen our real foundations.

O my dear flower, let us goodbye to the age of division and
disintegration in order to usher in a new era of unique novel
Australian model of unity and dignity from end of last year 2008 to
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onward, so become a practical example for the rest of the world to
globalize modern community.

O my dear flower, by this way, our good public in this esteemed,
unique multicultural community and governance powers can
eliminate injustice and nastiness for the sake of the comprehensive
worldwide development that eradicates humanity miseries.

O my dear flower, as it is obvious from the history that negative
extremism

mislead

to

stressful

destruction

while

positively

constructive & creative unity leads to the fruitful productivity and it
must be achieved through tolerance, true affection, forgiveness to
each other, while not through any type of violence in between any
groups of this great multicultural flowery nation.

O my dear flower, you’ve dual but multiple pivotal rolling characters
on all different occasions from birth to termination of life point
through maturation cycles of happiness as well as grieve to stimulate
the pleasure as well as absorb the sadness respectively. O my dear
flower, how multiple cures are in yourself. Cheers you and all
admirals to your super Originator!!
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Sincere Sustainable Love
How to live a respectful way of life to get a fruit of sincere
sustainable love for others in the community?

Love, love and sincere sustainable love…
O human beings! Do you know that how global humanity is thirsty
for a sincere love?

What is sincere love? Where it exists and what is it priced?
Real sympathy, empathy, affection, 100% pure from all types of
materialistic benefits either in obvious or oblivion forms.
Love, love and sincere sustainable love…

True humanitarian cooperation is to spare your precious time to care
other people living in all over the world but to start from
surrounding one within our home, street, town, country and so on.
Our family, relatives, friends and neighbors are usually first.

Love, love and sincere sustainable love…
Where it exists? It is found along with pure and fresh souls,
connected with the treasure of its originality.
Love, love and sincere sustainable love…

What is it priced? It’s high and payless price is just to recognize the
true and great Designer of souls, mind, bodies of whole living and
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non-living organisms on the top of creations of all universe either we
can see or not including sun, stars, galaxies, earth and skies and so
on. So why not have pure love for him through sincere service of
thou living creations particularly human beings. Therefore, please
learn this novel true loving technology [NTLT], cultivate and
propagate it wisely, friendly and politely for the development of one
uniform global family under one sky on the surface of one planet.
Who is ready for it right now?
Love, love and sincere sustainable love…

O my dears, think, think together, how to boost the charm of
our unique city of Sydney! So all people of the world can walk
walk together on its peaceful streets, play play together in its natural
gardens, sit sit together in its public places comfortably, stand stand
together on each new day firmly in our unique multicultural society
to express our love and harmony together.

Act, act together to explore our great vision of development of its
infrastructure so we can lead the world in scientific and Art
technology together!
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Please express best behavior, supportive and creative workplace
spirit together so by this way we can boost the charm of our unique
city of Sydney in a greater extent!

We should maintain our safe and trusting workplace spirit together
so we can develop our cooperative team environment to care and
nourish our community together by living happily in our unique city
of Sydney! By this way we'll prove ourselves a best nation of the
world living together! Moreover, by this way we'll be enabled to
deliver our best possible approach to establish a unique Australian
community of the world living together via socio-biochemical and
harmonical reactions together in our unique city of Sydney, so it can
be most attractive tourist city of the world….

M loves with J
Who is M and who is J? J is lord of whom who believes on him as a
son of father. M is son of man, “Abdullah”. J came first M after both
passed away but J will come again in this world one day to establish
a peace and justice but no one know about the exact day and hour
except He. Both showed different miracles to the world at different
times and places. He sent both for guidance of human beings.
Special soul of J reveled from heaven to earth over Miriam through
Gabriel while body and soul of M travelled along with him from
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earth to the heaven to visit the Lord of lords. J was able to talk with
people from the lap of his mum while M was started novel
communication in his 40. J has miracles of cure to epilepsy patients,
blind by birth, fish meal was enough for huge numbers of people in
one setting, converse of dead to alive and clay birds fly by his
spiritual blow. While water came out like fountains from the fingers
of M, moon divided into 2 pieces, trees walked to provide a curtain,
travelled from Mecca to Sidratul Muntaha VIA Baytul Muqadus
within one night physically and spiritually without Jet and rocket.
So M loves with M and J because both loves with their only one Lord
either name Father or Allah or God or Jehovah and what so ever.
M loves with J! M loves with J! M loves with J!

I you and why you?
I you and why you? I am looking after you, what about you, O my
Lord you are the Master of all beauty, fashion and design of our soul,
mind and body. You are owner of all charms, sincerity and treasures.
I see you everywhere, where ever my sight can reach, through the
beauty of your creations. When your creation is so beautiful, how
beautiful you are!

No charm of life without your mercy, without your planning,
without your wisdom of making different genders, different
hormones, enzymes, protein, lipids, carbohydrates, nucleic acids,
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vitamins and minerals. O my Lord! be happy from us, bless our
people and the whole humanity with your satisfaction and not be
angry for ever. Your anger is unbearable while your pleasure with
us is our only true happiness. You are our creator & sustainer! How
can we deny your beauty reflecting in every flower of each garden, of
miraculous living organism’s limbs in ocean, land and sky?

What a pretty landscaping of the geographical land to our spiritual
and physiological body land is! Look around and see the earth, the
moon, the sun and the sky. O Lord! please open my eyes so I can
truly see the existence of what’s surrounding me…Can we not see
how the planets look like diamonds in the sky? Anyhow, your beauty
is so dazzling… your greatness so esteemed…Oh my lord pl forgive
us for eternity and ever more… You are the origin of light, peace and
pure spirituality. We can not see without your granted light either by
eye and heart or outside of our internal world. You’re great and
we’re small, you’re kind and generous and we’re not so although
should be as your representative on the surface of the earth. You’re
merciful, so please grant us mercy, bounties with out terms, kindness
with out anger, constant Forgiveness.

When I’m alone, you are closer than the veins in my neck, so you and
me only, therefore, I you and why you is very obvious. You are so
open and shining that every one can see you but still most of your
cells can’t. How are you apparent but still mysterious? How are you
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attractive but still not for those who can’t see you due to curtain of
ozone layers? How you truthful but still most don’t believe. How are
you forgiver but still not repenting and turning back towards you?
Your beauty, greatness, fashion, voice, power of hearing, healing and
action are novel and green forever but still so many are not listening
to you?

Why, where are you I you and why you? Please cure our spiritual
and physical patients completely so they can recognize your power of
healing and kindness, amen. Please remove worries and stress from
innocent people of the world so they can recognize your power of
neurological healing and generosity, ameen.

Global Warming
Hi every one breathing on this planet and worried about Global
Warming, a hot topic of this era! May I remind about our internal
cardiac physiological warming (Qi), spiritual and emotional warming
may be linked with electromagnetic field around ourselves as well as
around our planet to play important role in reflection of terrified rays
from Sun and other universal radio-originators. Let's get on through
various angles right now!
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International Economists focusing on Economical approach of
Climate Change for what, why, and how? May be it is obvious to all
of us. Anyhow, no wonder that climate change is not a reaction of
just one night or linked to some people of one locality but of course it
is real fact throughout the globe and long term issue. There is
increasing risk of serious irreversible eco-socio-reactions catalyst by
climate changes under an umbrella of politics of general business.

The apparent consequences of climate change can threaten the
essential elements of life on the surface of our earth in form of its
effect on water level, availability of foodstuff, geographical changes
due to environmental biodiversity.

Please look at the concentration of Carbon mono and dioxide levels
with respect to instant results, long-term burden to the global
economy, health of humanity and overall impact on our whole
planet.

Anyhow, O my dears, think and think to come on an international
solution for our this common problem through activating of our
billion of neuron cells, their neurotransmitter, acetylcholine, its
hydrolyzing

enzyme,

acetylcholinesterase

at

synaptical

neurojunctions within nanosecond. Who is Creator of all this
universe from dusty hot gases clouds, differentiated into different
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planets by differential densities, temperature pressure and gases such
as Hydrogen, methane, carbon dioxide etc..

Who made ozone and its layers for our protection from harmful
ultraviolet radiations, who is responsible for its reduction due to
negative actions of violence, killing of innocents, jealousness,
discrimination

and

other

oppressive

humanospirtualitive-electromagnative

unseen

sins

damaging

and

undetective

systems. So, what is the formula to achieve global peaceful, truthful,
sincere scientific-socio-humorous and humanity caring medicine
which improve our humano- immuno- spirtualitive-electromagnative
unseen and undetective system to solve this global warming problem
up to some significant effect?

So, we look after our natural resources more than our personnel
assets, daily or weekly or monthly or at least yearly think how I can
positively contribute in this aspect to save existing plant kingdom,
grow more friendly plants, trees for production of fruits, vegetables
and oxygen along with habitation of so many our native unique birds
and animals. How we can save our electrical energy in our home
through daily wisely use of compressed florescent tube lights and
high star electrical appliance. Similarly in case of consumption of
petrol, prior to turn the key at the time of starting the vehicle just to
think regarding its necessity and other option of either walking or
using public transport etc. Water is other Natural bounty and basic
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necessity of our life as it is the fundamental element of origin of each
life, so we use it as much as minimum is enough to fulfill our need.
Wasting of one drop of liquid has significant influence on its whole
universal reservoir. Food, clothes, time, money, energy, and
capabilities are all important personal wealth to be care otherwise we
can ask their values from those who deprived from these wealth.

What is my understanding of teamwork?
Teamwork is very important in almost all disciplines particularly in
Medical & Nursing sciences as one person can’t be expert in each
field of human health sector, so only team members can perform
successfully. Cohesive team environment, discipline, honesty and
caring each other (colleagues, patients/clients/residents & visitors) at
work place are vital principles of an ideal team member.
Documentation in a professional way is also a key factor in follow up
and teamwork strategy. People who have sincere humour & friendly
in nature are stress absorber in an active team. It can be exemplified
by following instant creative writing on Team:
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Team, team & a great team (GT)! What is a great team? Pool of
intellectuality of homogeneous goal in the CNS flowing through
million of nerves via neurotransmitters, acetylcholine, dopamine &
serotonin in the environment of billion of other micro to macro player
of bio-molecules in the field of muscular body to contract & relax in
such a way to achieve the best goal in a best possible way with the
coordination & collaboration of intra, inter & relative senses of great
team members!

Where is that great team? How to make such a great team? Who can
establish such a great team? What are the micros to macro skills of
great team? What are the micros to macro skills of principles of
recruitment of such a GT? What is adhesiveness, cohesiveness
chemistry of such a GT & where its ingredients are available? O
mankind! you’re most welcome to listen the answers of series of these
Q in my next session as may be I’m boring u know. Actually page as
well as time is also over now.
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Motto, motto and an urgent motto of today!
1.

"Live simply & waste nothing either inside the lab or
outside"

2.

"Manage your money & time so we can get a sweet honey of
scientific achievements of the world!"

3.

“Care others sincerely and find your own care automatically”

Two unique messages of J
1.

To unite good human beings from each culture and part of

the world to welcome me when I’ll appear again in this world for
establishment of real peace and justice. The unity process of
humanity is like picking of beautiful flowers from rose plants and
bushes and then to extract their perfume for spreading over my feet
and the way when I’ll arrive again soon (*) in this world. *, may be
couple of decades or centuries, who knows as compared to large
time frame of the universe (date not remember may be in early 2009
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in the train before some where in between Straightfield and
Redfern stations).

2.

O my believers, listen carefully, that the love of this worldly

materials and my love can’t be cherished in the same heart as water
and fire can’t hold in one vessel. Therefore, if you wish to follow
me then love with me purely and act upon my education by
following the real track established by me. Come on! To follow my
steps, give your hand in my hand, so I’ll assist you to cross over the
stressful river of this world safely (Sunday 10th Jan 2010; ~10:09 AM).

Science, Science and O my Divine Science!
Do you remember, one day I was scattered in the form of particles in the
earth, environment, light of Sun and stars? How did you play with me via
process of evaporation of water, formation of clouds and travelling of these
heavy dark clouds from oceans to the dry land by the power of wind? Then
thunder and rain gave a new life to plant kingdom and happiness to the
animals by grazing over green grass. By this way, eco-system, Agriculture,
harvesting of crops, food processing and Biotechnological processing
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converted potential energy into harmonical energy of my parents, which
transformed into zygote after fertilization of sperm and ovum.

Science, Science and O my Divine Science! How did you look after me
during my embryonic developmental stage then at the time of departure from
placental micro-world to current macro-world, where I’m walking and
talking, eating and drinking, playing and enjoying with your biological
research and enzymoic advancements?

Science, Science and O my Divine Science! Do you know one day definitely
I’ll forward to the next unseen hidden phase of spiritual-world, when my
heart will not pump any more to supply fresh oxygenated blood to my cells
any more. So please tell me in the light of your scientific histology,
biochemistry, anatomy, physiology and all disciplines of biosciences that
how my soul will survey there without present of food and water of this
world so I can be well prepared for upcoming journey as well?

Science, Science and O my Divine Science! How amazing different colours
of various flowers and beautiful clouds patterns of your science are there on
the sky at the moment of 19th April 2009, which are so obvious for me in this
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sitting position in the car at Plumpton car-park during a waiting period!
Science, Science and O my Divine Science!
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